
Flexible parking system for safe, convenient parking
Flexible and easily extendable bicycle parking system with impact protection, adjustment brackets, frame rests and steel eyelets 
in high and low position.

The 4801 XXBF parker with frame rest offers a parking space for 
bicycles with up to 70 mm wide tyres, which means that even 
bicycles with extra-wide tyres can be parked safely. The safety of 
the bicycle is guaranteed: The plastic impact protection protects 
the bicycle frame from damage. The leaning bracket ensures 
that the bicycle cannot tip over, and round steel eyelets serve as 
attachment points for bicycle chains. The bicycle stand is prepared 

to be attached to the ground and connected to other models in 
the series, creating a row system with any number of parking 
spaces, which can also be extended at a later date. The model 
is available in a variant for the high setting and one for the low 
setting. In a row system, the alternating use of the high and low 
setting allows the available space to be used optimally, as the 
bicycles can stand closer together without touching each other.

   Corrosion-protected, robust steel construction

   Plastic sheathing in black as impact protection and 
integrated fastening eyelets against theft

   Tyre widths up to 70 mm

   Row systems with any number of parking spaces can be 
realised

   Prepared for floor mounting and row connection

Bicycle racks

Article number EAN Width Height Depth

105800171 4250366538167 600 mm 856 mm 867 mm

4801 XXBF Low

Parking spaces 1

Colour Silver

Weight 11,00 kg

Construction type Screwed / assembly kit

Base material Steel

Mounting type On the floor

Tyre width 70 mm

Configuration One-sided

Positioning space depth 1850 mm

Further information on our products and contact options at: www.wsm.eu/en.
No guarantee can be given for the completeness and correctness of the data and illustrations.
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